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• LONWORKS ® / LonMark ® the Mission
• LONWORKS ‐ the Technology
• LONMARK® ‐ the Organization
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ISO Standard 14908
Further Standards Adoption   
– Buildings, Gas Stations, Kitchen Equipment   
– Homes, Buildings, Trains, Freight Trains,    
Semiconductor  Manufacturing   
ASIA – Buildings, Controls, Homes   
Standardized as ANSI/CEA-709.1-B    
Became more commonly known as    
LON® technology or simply, LON    
LonMark International     
The LonWorks®        
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In-Store Applications











Firewall / VPN / Router
• Food Production Management









• Product Development 
• Equipment Performance 
• Remote Diagnostics & Repair
Embedded Production Supervisor
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Building an open system platform
• Device data exchange 
• Standard Network Management
• Network Variable Services
• Standard Data Types
• Standard Configuration Properties
• Function Blocks (FB)
• Standardized Device FB’s
• Standardized System FB’s
• Design, and Installation Standards 
• Network Infrastructure Standards
• HMI/Installation Standards
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~ 35,000 PPS on 10baseT(10 Mbit)
scales with channel (100/1000 Mbit)
Supports aggregation
~ 720 Peak / 576 Sustained PPS 
~ 220 Peak / 180 Sustained PPS 
~ 20 PPS 
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Application Frameworks with 709.1 Interfaces 
LONWORKS/IP Backbone 
(LAN-Switched 100Mbit,Gigabit Ethernet or WAN/Internet)
Laptop computers
Workstations
Provides Direct LONMARK Object Binding (Connections)
709.1 System Level Routing RR
LONMARK 709.1 Network Routers
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Standard Network Variable Types
Are The Core Of Interoperability
Ref: SNVT Master List und Programmer’s Guide
SNVT_temp Temperature Degrees Celsius -274..6271 0.1 
degree
SNVT_angle Phase/Rotation Radians 0 - 65 0.001 rads
SNVT_speed Speed Meters/Sec 0 - 6553 0.1 m/s
SNVT_elapsed_tm Elapsed Time HH:MM:SS           0 - 65535 days 1 msec
SNVT_lev_cont Continuous Level Percent 0 - 100% 0.5%
SNVT_count Events Count 0 - 65535 1 Count
SNVT_ascii ASCII String Characters 30 Chars N/A
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Query Net Variable Config
Update Group Address Data
Query Domain










Network Management and Diagnostic Messages
• Common standard foundation for network 
installation and diagnostic tools
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nc49 - Max Send Time
nc52 - Min Send Time
nc64 - Temp Send on Delta
Optional Configuration Properties
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Functional Block Major Version
Functional Block Minor Version
Location
Maximum Status Send Time
Minimum Send Time (Send Throttle)
Network Configuration Source
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Application Frameworks with 709.1 Interfaces 
LONWORKS/IP Backbone 
(LAN-Switched 100Mbit,Gigabit Ethernet or WAN/Internet)
Laptop computers
Workstations
Provides Direct LONMARK Object Binding (Connections)
709.1 System Level Routing RR
LONMARK 709.1 Network Routers
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(LAN-Switched 100Mbit,Gigabit Ethernet or WAN/Internet)
709.1 System Level Routing RR
LONMARK Configuration Frameworks
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(LAN-Switched 100Mbit,Gigabit Ethernet or WAN/Internet)
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LONMARK Membership
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